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With increasing penetrations of renewable energy
sources (RES) (Henbest 2017) and waning fossil fuels in
the electricity generation mix, flexible loads can help accommodate the variable and uncertain production of
wind energy, solar energy, and other recent additions to
the grid. Flexible loads can be used to maintain the operational balance between generation supply and user demand in transmission, distribution, and microgrids (Alstone et al. 2016, Taylor et al. 2016).

ABSTRACT
Routinely encouraging and discouraging residential
electric load throughout the day will be increasingly critical in efficiently managing the smart grid to reliably deliver clean, low-cost electricity. Yet, manipulating the
duty cycles of thermostatically controlled loads such as
heating, air conditioning, and hot water heaters can have
the effect of destabilizing or stabilizing the grid. This
work explores the potential for price-responsive control
of residential air conditioning to shape electric demand
at the distribution feeder level to minimize electricity
production costs. Physical models of the interplay between building thermal and electric loads are used to
simulate time-series temperature and load behaviour. Instantaneous load-adding and load-shedding opportunities are quantified in more than 100,000 individual
homes on 204 distribution feeders with results presented
for 35 cities across the United States. In the context of
distributed model predictive control, simulation of
feeder-level response to a residential day-ahead 5-minute pricing vector to 2,146 homes highlights an aggregate impact of flexible loads.

RECAP OF REDUCED-ORDER BUILDING
MODEL AND MPC
To reduce electric bills, support high penetrations of
RES, and achieve a host of electric grid benefits, model
predictive control (MPC) has been applied in thousands
of residential buildings to enable optimal supervisory
control of building thermal mass through the manipulation of cooling temperature set points (Corbin 2014). Set
point adjustment enables load-adding and load-shedding
opportunities because additional cooling energy is stored
in the thermal mass when lowered and released when
raised. In the absence of grid-side control elements, such
as load tap changers, distribution grid impacts were evaluated from the perspective of air-conditioning control on
a single electric utility distribution feeder in three U.S.
cities for the typical meteorological month of July.
The GridMPC in-home controller developed by (Corbin
2014) used a receding horizon MPC scheme to minimize
an objective function of building electric energy and demand. Given that there are hundreds or thousands of
buildings on a distribution feeder, the size of the decision
space makes a centralized supervisory control optimization intractable. As such, a decentralized, distributed approach was adopted. Therefore, in GridMPC, a population of residential buildings was simulated as being connected to a feeder, and each performed a separate control
optimization independent of the other buildings.
To improve computational efficiency and provide timely
simulations, (Corbin 2014) developed a reduced-order
building model (ROM), within GridMPC, suitable for
determining electric load throughout the United States.
The ROM combines typical meteorological year (TMY)

INTRODUCTION
Considerations for the emissions and financial costs of
power operations vary spatiotemporally and are driven
by supply-demand interdependencies. The grid has traditionally been controlled using dispatchable generation
that provides electricity to meet demand along with
standby (spinning and nonspinning) reserves to meet
contingencies. New controls are needed as the grid
evolves and large-scale, high-inertia thermal generators
are replaced by low-inertia renewable generation, particularly end-of-line and last-mile distributed generation—
for example, rooftop solar photovoltaic panels.
Buildings are significant users of energy, responsible for
more than 73% of the total electricity usage in the United
States, with about 50% of that consumption occurring in
residential buildings (EIA, 2016). As such, the ability for
buildings to provide grid-controlled flexible load can be
critically important as quantified by (Corbin et al. 2013,
Zhao 2014, Pavlak et al. 2014).
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A complete list of variables used in Figure 1 and Equation 1 can be found in the nomenclature section.
In addition to ordinary differential equations for the
building envelope, other subsystems were modeled in
(Corbin 2014). A central air-conditioning system model
combined a DX air cooling coil with a constant volume
fan and a dual set point thermostat that included hysteresis. Internal heat gains from equipment such as appliances and lights were modeled using a nominal energy
demand, schedule, fuel type, and sensible heat fraction.
The schedule value ranged from 0 to 1, representing the
fraction of time that the equipment is on during a given
interval. The heat gain from equipment was the energy
consumed times the fraction of energy converted to heat.
Heat gains from occupants were also modeled. In an annual comparison of heating and cooling loads, the ROM
was found to be in agreement with EnergyPlus
(BESTEST-EX), SUNREL, DOE-2.1E, and GridLABD (Chassin et al. 2008, Chassin et al. 2014).
In summary, the ROM of (Corbin 2014) includes an envelope model for estimating heating and cooling requirements; equipment models to calculate electric demand
associated with cooling; a thermostat model to control
the cooling operation; simplified end-use models (and
the heat gains they produce) for appliances and electric
hot water heaters. Definitions for some of these models
are described in the EnergyPlus Engineering Reference
(EnergyPlus 2012). Other models are largely derived
from the ASHRAE HVAC 2 Toolkit (Brandemuehl
1993).
When operating as an Internet-connected smart thermostat, in the context of MPC, GridMPC adjusted set points
in increments of 0.25 K, which is a typical precision of
residential thermostats (Ahn and Cho 2017). GridMPC
assumed each home to be unoccupied for 10 hours during the day, starting at 08:00 ±1 hour. The departure time
was randomized for each home to capture occupant diversity and prevent unintended synchronization. The
thermostat set point in an occupied home was altered between +0K and -2K, and in an unoccupied home between
+3K and -5K. The -2K lower boundary during occupied
periods recognized that larger temperature swings would
likely cause occupant discomfort.
In this research, it is new and exciting that GridMPC
(Corbin 2014, Corbin and Henze 2016a and 2016b) is
extended by adding estimates of instantaneous electric
load-adding and load-shedding opportunities at each
simulation time step. This extended model allows for the
creation of nationwide quantitative assessments of the
impact of residential load shaping for decision and policymakers and helps quantify the electric system-wide
benefits resulting from the aggregate effects of residential load shaping. Because only real power is considered

weather data, building envelope data from the Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS 2009), and several component models for appliances and occupancy.
The RECS data were randomly sampled across several
characteristics important to residential energy use, including dwelling type, floor area, envelope integrity,
heating type and set point, cooling type and set point, and
hot water usage. The TMY and RECS data are location
specific, capturing variations from one city to another.
Using an electrical circuit analogy, all residential buildings on a representative electrical distribution feeder
were expressed as a thermal network of resistive and capacitive elements. As an example, for each building the
envelope model illustrated in Figure 1 consisted of six
components that represented, counterclockwise from the
upper left, the glazing, roof, walls, floor, internal mass,
and air node.

Figure 1 Building envelope model expressed as a thermal network (Corbin 2014)
For each of the solar exposed surfaces, total solar insolation was calculated from the beam, diffuse, and horizontal components. Likewise, the glazing model was a
straightforward extension of the opaque surface model
that included a solar heat gain coefficient. Shading by
overhangs and fins was also calculated for all solar exposed surfaces. Energy balances were formulated around
the individual elements shown in Figure 1 to create a system of ordinary differential equations, which were discretized in time and solved analytically. As an example,
for the exterior wall node, the energy balance was expressed as:
∑𝑄𝑄𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 = 𝑄𝑄𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + ℎ𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤 (𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 )
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝐴𝐴𝑤𝑤
(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 ) + 𝐶𝐶𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
+
𝑅𝑅𝑤𝑤 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

where:
ΣQwo is the energy balance at the outside wall node,
Qsolwall is the energy gain caused by solar insolation,
ℎ𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 is the outdoor film coefficient, and
Aw is the wall area.
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in this research, the GridLAB-D distribution simulation
software used in the ROM is not used in the extended
model.

the air conditioner is off and the zone temperature is between comfort limits, then load can be added. Similarly,
if the air conditioner is on and the zone temperature is
between comfort limits, then load can be shed. However,
if the zone temperature is at the upper comfort limit, then
no load can be shed because the air conditioner must run;
likewise, if the zone temperature is at the lower comfort
limit, then no load can be added without overcooling the
zone. This on/off logic governs the calculation of instantaneous load-adding/load-shedding opportunities within
temperature set points.
Step 4) Residential loads and instantaneous add/shed opportunities are aggregated at the feeder level using the R
statistical programming environment (R 2018). Instantaneous add/shed opportunities in MW are then divided by
feeder demand in MW and expressed as a percentage of
feeder load.
Step 5) The percentage load add/shed results are transformed into a weighted average (on a per city basis) by
multiplying the output of Step 4 by the percentage of
each type of feeder per city. To create a nationwide perspective of instantaneous load-adding/load-shedding opportunities, multiple representative feeders are simulated
in nearly equally spaced cities across the climate regions
defined in the distribution taxonomy in (Schneider et al.
2008). For reference, a map of distribution taxonomy climate regions is shown in Figure 2, and a list of feeder
weighting and characteristics are shown in Table 1.
It is critically important to note that following a loadadding/load-shedding event, the future operation of air
conditioning cannot be controlled continuously. The resulting load-adding and load-shedding opportunities after participating in load increase and decrease events is
discussed in Step 6.
Step 6) Last, GridMPC evaluates the time-varying loadshaping capabilities of homes reacting to a day-ahead 5minute electricity pricing forecast. A perfect forecast is
assumed that is based on recent residential marketcleared prices from, for example, the ComEd Internet
API (Commonwealth 2018). The ComEd Chicago market prices used in this simulation are illustrative only and
are not representative of the rest of the United States.
That said, just as per-city TMY data are available today,
in the future it is expected that location-based forecast
marginal pricing will also be available—and will be a
critical spatiotemporal input that is used to automatically
shape residential load to provide ancillary services
throughout the distribution and transmission grid.

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
To simulate the impact of thermal mass-enabled residential load shaping on the distribution network in 5-minute
intervals, the following steps are summarized here and
further detailed next: 1) Hundreds of prototypical electric distribution feeders in cities across the United States
(Schneider et al. 2008) are populated with thousands of
prototypical homes (RECS 2009). 2) The ROM uses one
summer’s day of TMY weather data to estimate the
whole-building electric demand for each residence. 3)
Using the extended model, individual home’s instantaneous electric load-adding/load-shedding opportunities
are calculated on a 5-minute timescale based on differences between air-conditioning thermostat set points and
zone temperatures. 4) Each home’s electric loads and instantaneous add/shed opportunities are aggregated to the
feeder level. 5) Feeder loads and instantaneous add/shed
opportunities are aggregated to the city level. 6) As a
separate activity, GridMPC uses 5-minute day-ahead
forecast pricing to control air-conditioning load, in the
context of distributed MPC, to simulate a single feederlevel response to residential load shaping.
Step 1) Using data from the (RECS 2009), the MATLAB
feeder generation scripts provided by the GridLAB-D
development team are used to automatically generate a
population of residential buildings based on feeder nominal load characteristics and climate region.
Step 2) For each house, a base case load simulation involves the following: A) A fixed cooling temperature set
point is selected from a distribution. B) Using TMY and
RECS data, the zone free-float temperature for the current time period is found by simulating without operating
air conditioning equipment. C) If the zone temperature
exceeds the cooling set point, the energy required to
bring the zone back to the temperature is calculated; if
not, new mass and zone temperatures are calculated. D)
Energy consumption by the air-conditioning equipment
is calculated given the delivered cooling energy from
each time step. The ROM is used for the calculations in
steps (B) through (D). The base case load includes airconditioning, miscellaneous electric loads, appliances,
and electric hot water heaters. Alternatively, other than
base case simulation, Step 2 can be modified to simulate
a load-shaping ancillary service that is provided by GridMPC set point adjustment in response to forecast pricing.
Step 3) For each house, using the extended model, the
calculation of the zone temperature in each time step enables a logic-based assessment of whether the conditioned space is at the upper or lower temperature limits
of comfort. Subject to minimum run-time constraints, if
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Figure 2. Regional climate characteristics
(adapted from Schneider et al. 2008).

Figure 3 GridMPC air-conditioning set point in gold,
zone temperature in blue, and energy delivered in black
every 5 minutes, assuming a two-stage central air-conditioning system with a 10-minute minimum run time

Table 1 Prototypical feeder weighting by region

Applying the temperature comfort constraint logic, Figure 4 shows the instantaneous load adding/load-shedding
opportunities for the house every 5 minutes on July 20.

Figure 4 Thermal mass-enabled instantaneous loadadding/load-shedding opportunities for a single-family
house every 5-minutes. As in Figure 3, black denotes
air-conditioning load. Red denotes load-adding opportunities, and green diamonds denote load-shedding opportunities. Note that because of comfort constraints,
there are a few intervals when load cannot be added
and many intervals when load cannot be shed.
B. Feeder-Level Load Shaping Opportunities
To calculate base case feeder-level instantaneous load
opportunities, fixed set points are constant in time, and
add/shed results are aggregated every 5 minutes across
2,146 homes on the Houston prototypical Feeder 22, as
shown in Figure 5. The red area depicts load-adding opportunities, with the top being the maximum possible instantaneous load. The top of the black area is the base
case whole-building load. The black region depicts loadshedding opportunities, with the minimum possible instantaneous load depicted by the top of the green area.

DISCUSSION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
A. Single Residence Load Shaping Opportunities
An example of GridMPC load management optimization
of residential central air-conditioning reveals adjustments to the cooling set point throughout July 20, as
shown in Figure 3. Note the smaller changes in set point
when the home is occupied and the larger changes in set
point during the middle of the day when the home is expected to be unoccupied.
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Figure 5 Thermal mass-enabled instantaneous feeder
load adding/shedding based on aggregated wholebuilding electric use

Figure 6 Thermal mass-enabled instantaneous feeder
load adding/shedding, expressed as percentage, based
on aggregated whole-building electric use

After normalizing feeder-level results, Figure 6 shows
the average percentage instantaneous load adding/loadshedding opportunities as a function of whole-building
electric load every 5-minutes on July 20 based on the
same 2,146 homes on Houston Feeder 22.

The results of combining feeder-level instantaneous
load-adding/load-shedding opportunities on per city basis across the United States on July 20 are shown in Figure 7. Distributional statistics of the colours at left are
depicted in the table values at right. Nationwide summary statistics appear at lower right.

Figure 7 Heat map of thermal mass-enabled U.S. residential air-conditioning instantaneous percentage electric
load-adding/load-shedding opportunities every 5 minutes. Note the increased add/shed opportunities because of increased air-conditioning loads in hot and humid southern climates, e.g., Houston, Texas, and Jacksonville, Florida
Figure 8 represents the corresponding instantaneous
load-shedding opportunities during the 5-minute interval
at the top of each hour for all 24 hours of July 20. The

colours in Figure 8 reference the minimum and maximum scale of -53% to 0% load shed depicted in the lower
right of Figure 7.
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The amount of add/shed opportunities over time is proportional to the duty cycle of air-conditioning systems.
An air conditioner with a low duty cycle (in cooler hours)
has a low opportunity to shed load and high opportunity
to add load. Conversely, an air conditioner with a high
duty cycle (in warmer hours) has a high opportunity to
shed load and a low opportunity to add load.
The magnitude of add/shed opportunities is proportional
to the size of air conditioners. The larger air conditioners
required in hot climates have larger compressors and circulation motors and hence provide increased add/shed
magnitudes.
C. Feeder-Level MPC Control Response
The final step was evaluating the MPC load-shaping capabilities of 100% participating homes based on an assumed perfect forecast of day-ahead residential 5-minute
pricing starting at midnight. Simulation results of deviations are shown in Figure 10, depicting base case and optimized loads every 5 minutes on July 20 based on the
same 2,146 homes on Houston Feeder 22. Note that, in
practice, price fluctuations and building responses would
be based on the balance of system needs, not on Chicago
market pricing. Also note that any air-conditioning set
point adjustment has time-lagged effects because the aggregate building responses are slower than the 5-minute
price changes.

Figure 8 U.S. load shed contour map for all hours of a
summer day. Green indicates increased ability to shed
Figure 9 represents the corresponding load-adding opportunities during the 5-minute interval at the top of each
hour for all 24 hours of July 20. The colours in Figure 9
reference the minimum and maximum scale of 0% to
189% load add depicted in the lower right of Figure 7.

Figure 10 Single-day feeder-level response. Base case
demand is shown in black. The MPC-based response to
forecast price signal is shown in red. Midnight-to-midnight 5-minute forecast price signal is shown in blue.
Note the reductions in demand during high price periods. Depending on the needs of the grid, the oscillatory
nature can be good for providing grid ancillary services, but it might be bad for air conditioners that are
cycled on and off too frequently

Figure 9 U.S. load add contour map for all hours of a
summer day. Red indicates increased ability to add
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As shown in Figure 11, residential electric rates vary by
a multiple of 3 or more across the United States, highlighting the spatiotemporal nature and potential value of
flexible residential building loads (Open EI 2018).
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NOMENCLATURE
In the building envelope expressed as a thermal model,
for the glazing:
Ti is the zone dry-bulb temperature,
hgi is the interior film coefficient,
Rg is the glass thermal resistance,
hgo is the outdoor film coefficient, and
To is the outdoor dry-bulb temperature.
For the roof:
hri is the interior film coefficient,
Tri is the interior roof dry-bulb temperature,
Cri is the interior roof thermal capacitance,
Rr is the roof thermal resistance,
Tro is the outdoor roof dry-bulb temperature,
Cro is the outdoor roof thermal capacitance, and
hro is the outdoor film coefficient.
For the walls:
hwi is the interior film coefficient,
Twi is the interior wall dry-bulb temperature,
Cwi is the interior wall thermal capacitance,
Rw is the wall thermal resistance,
Two is the outdoor wall dry-bulb temperature,
Cwo is the outdoor wall thermal capacitance, and
hwo is the outdoor film coefficient.
For the floor:
hfi is the interior film coefficient,
Tfi is the interior floor dry-bulb temperature,
Cfi is the interior floor thermal capacitance,
Rf is the floor thermal resistance,
Tfo is the outdoor floor dry-bulb temperature,
Cfo is the outdoor floor thermal capacitance,
Rs is the soil thermal resistance, and
Ts is the deep soil temperature.
For the internal mass in the zone:
hi is the interior film coefficient,
Tm is the mass dry-bulb temperature, and
Cm is the mass thermal capacitance.

Figure 11 U.S. residential electric rates in 2012

CONCLUSION
This study contributes to characterizing electric grid system benefits of MPC-based residential load shaping. The
spatiotemporal potential is explored across the United
States for residential buildings to shape electric demand
at the distribution feeder level by adding or shedding
load to minimize electricity production costs. Air-conditioning and appliance loads in more than 100,000 homes
on 204 distribution feeders are calculated based on TMY
weather data and a thermal house model that reflects geographic diversity in the building stock. A weighted average of feeders is used to express results for 35 cities.
Depending on the city and 5-minute interval, thermal
mass-enabled load-shedding opportunities up to 53% of
load are possible, and load-adding opportunities up to
189% of load are possible. Instantaneous load-adding/load-shedding opportunities caused by air-conditioning are depicted as a function of geographical location
and time of day. Also included is a 24-hour simulation
of feeder response to a residential day-ahead perfect
forecast 5-minute pricing signal in the context of distributed MPC of air-conditioning load.
Future research will investigate the impact of including
additional degrees of freedom in residential load control,
including electric hot water heating and battery storage,
along with estimates of reductions in production costs,
wholesale prices, and emissions. Scenarios will include
the presence of forecast pricing and time-of-use price tariffs for different U.S. regions.

For the zone, Ci is the thermal capacitance.
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